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“Tendons”�

LN2 �
generation�
and auto-transfer �

San Onofre�
Unit 3 core �
20m that way �

30 mwe �

Expected CEνNS signal (resolution folded in) �

68,71Ge L-shell EC�

G. Gratta dixit: “first to put CEνNS signal 
and backgrounds on a linear-linear plot…” �

PPC surface event rejection not known at 
the time, would have further reduced the 
background. �
�
However, real impediment was residual 
electronic noise. �
�
Latest PPCs may be up to snuff�
(but it won’t be me who tries this again…) �

So close, and yet so far 
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Fortunately, reactors are not the only game in town: 
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Using measured �
quenching factor �

•  Large N2 => large x-section.�
•   Cs and I surround Xe in Periodic Table: 

they behave much like a single recoiling 
species, greatly simplifying understanding 
the NR response.�

•  Quenching factor in energy ROI 
sufficient for ~5 keVnr threshold        
(we have measured this).�

•  Statistical NR/ER discrimination is 
possible at low-E (but will need further 
improved signal-to-background).�

•   Sufficiently low in intrinsic backgrounds 
(U, Th ,K-40, Rb-87, Cs-134,137) 
Measurements in complete SNS shield 
and 6 m.w.e. indicate we are ready)�

•  Practical advantages: High light yield  
(64 ph/keVee), optimal match to bialkali 
PMTs, rugged, room temperature, 
inexpensive ($1/g), modest afterglow 
(CsI[Tl] not a viable option for surface 
experiment). �

•  Expect ~550 ν recoils/year in 14 kg 
detector. �

Why CsI[Na]? (NIM A773 (2014) 56) �

�
�

1.7E7 ν/cm2s�
@20m, e.a. flavor�
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•  Expect ~550 ν recoils/year in 14 kg 
detector. �

CsI[Tl] not an option �
due to excessive afterglow�

Why CsI[Na]? (NIM A773 (2014) 56) �

�
�



2 kg test crystal.�
Screened salts, 
electroformed Cu can (PNNL), 
ULB window and reflector.�

99.6% �
measured efficiency�
muon veto. �
300 Hz trigger rate. �

ET 9390UFL �
Low bckg PMT �

Inner ULB Pb liner�
(<0.02 Bq Pb-210/kg) �

Incomplete Pb shield�
(>18 cm in all directions)�

Preliminaries: background studies w/ 2 kg prototype�

Pulsed SNS signal leads to very low bckg.�
�
We improved on prototype background level! �



Preliminaries: in situ neutron bckg measurements�



•  Measurements informed final shielding 
design (3” internal HDPE to reduce NIN 
signal to 1/25 of CENNS).�

•  Prompt n’s at this location also not an 
issue (contained in time, very low flux 
at ~2 x 10-8 n/cm2/MeV/s) �

Preliminaries: in situ neutron bckg measurements�



Preliminaries: 14.5 kg detector characterization�

collimated source�

small Brillance crystal �

14.5 kg CsI[Na] �

SA w/ all cuts at SNS�



Preliminaries: Quenching factor measurements�
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Detector Subsystems: HPGe PPCs 

•  Smaller N: 38-44
•  Excellent resolution at 

low energies
•  Well-measured 

quenching factor
•  Phase I: 5-10kg PPC Ge 

detector array:
•  Repurposing on-hand MAJORANA 

DEMONSTRATOR/LANL natGe detectors.
•  Copper/Lead/Poly shield with Plastic 

scintillator μ-veto.
•  Installation in Fall 2016

•  Potential Phase II: Expansion of target 
with larger-mass (C4-style) point contact 
detectors.


